A nationwide and demographically representative sample of 1,166 people responded to a survey exploring choices for a favorite movie monster and reasons underlying the choice. Results of the study indicated that, irrespective of demographics, the vampire is the king of monsters. With a few exceptions (e.g., Chucky, Dracula and sexiness), males and females were generally attracted to the same monsters and for similar reasons. Regarding age differences, Younger people were the more likely to prefer recent and more violent and murderous slasher monsters, such as Freddy Krueger, and to like them for their killing prowess. Older people were more attracted to earlier vintage, non-slasher monsters like Karloff's Frankenstein. Slasher and non-slasher monsters who ranked in the Top 10 in terms of popularity, differed in two important respects:
INTRODUCTION
The film industry is one of today's most successful enterprises and brings in billions in revenue. But why and how are consumers, in this case filmgoers, film renters, and film buyers, allured? The answer may lie in what film does for its viewers. Film appeals to viewers' appetites for a vicarious experience and the emotions that it brings. Given previous results of research on differential viewer reactions to films from differing film genres [1, 2] , different film genres may be expected to provide different vicarious and emotional experiences. In the case of horror films, it is believed to be the thrill of fright, the awe of the horrific, the experience of the dark and forbidden side of human behavior that lures people into the dark mouth of the theater to be spooked [3] .
According to statistics provided by the online archives of the industry newspaper,
Variety, of the 250 or so top grossing films released by the American film industry each year, approximately 15 films (6%) are of the horror genre. Numerous academics and non-academics have written extensively on the topic of horror films, movie monsters, all-time scary films, and the like. Some, like Michael Apter [4] and his theory of detachment and parapathic emotions, have looked at theoretical reasons why people seem to enjoy the ostensibly negative experience of being frightened by a movie experience. Potential for escape into safe distance is paramount.
Others [3] have looked at why horror films are good "date" movies or, like Jonathan Crane [5] , have outlined how the horror genre has changed over the years, evolving into a type that is far more violent and explicitly bloody. Researchers like Ed Tan [6] have demonstrated that film emotions are not ersatz stepchildren of authentic emotions. Rather, film-induced emotions are real experiences because the film, in collusion with the audience eye and audience desire to be Dracula, and the Mummy, and their spin-offs and sequels. According to Crane [5] , these monsters were generally seen as misunderstood outcasts from society, to be pitied, and even occasionally, as with Dracula, found to be attractive. Audiences are said to have identified with these monsters, who were portrayed as existing on the outside of the normal community.
Perhaps the monsters' onscreen plights tapped into audience feelings of social inequity and recollection of social torment at the hands of their social peers.
The 1950s was awash in science fiction-fantasy monster pictures addressing such things as science run amok, fear of alien invaders (The Thing [From Another World] , 1951, Invasion of the Body Snatchers, 1956 ) and the disastrous and unanticipated consequences of radioactive fallout (e.g., Them, 1954 and Godzilla, 1956 ). The late 1950s brought a new wave of monsters directed toward a different audience than those who sought out monsters in the earlier decades.
The new audience was the youth market, and the monsters and their monstrous behaviors addressed the sensibilities of young males and females. According to Skal [7] , this transition from multi-generational appeal of films in general, and of horror films in particular, to a principally youth-oriented market developed as the buying power of the young began to increase (1958) . Here, the monsters were not "the other" but, "us," possibly in all our adolescent hormonal rage and confusion. Filmmakers Roger Corman and Sam Arkoff, among others, opened up a treasure trove of box office dollars by appealing to this hungry market of young filmgoers and the youth-oriented film market made its move to become the 800 pound behemoth it is today.
As horror films became more gruesome, more explicit, more horrifying than terrifying, more shock than suspense, the older audiences began to stay away in droves. Vice President. These monsters have become instantly recognizable icons, through novel characterizations and product merchandising, and through repeated film presentations.
This recognition factor is not exclusive to monsters from older films. Freddy, Jason, and
Michael have made their bid for fright "immortality." As social climates, film technology, local and national film policies change, so do monsters, both in form, behavior, and sensibilities. Are these changing monster types appealing to some groups and not to others? Cowan and O'Brien [11] found that in slasher-monster films, the slashers are primarily men, and sexy women were more likely to die than non-sexy women. Males on the other hand, were targets for death if they possessed negative masculine traits (their sexual allure did not matter). One might expect that females would be put off more by slasher-monsters than males because women are punished for being sexual while men are merely punished for being arrogant, pushy, or selfish, suggesting an implicit equation between female sexuality and negativity. Yet, Fischoff [12] The participants ranged in ages from 6 through 91 with a mean age of 34.2. The sample is skewed toward younger respondents because of the more ready access to the substantial number of college students. The total number of people who were classified as "Young," (25 years or younger), "Middle" (26-49 years) and "Older"(50+) is 531, 371 and 253 respectively.
These three age range categories were found to be highly effective for comparing age groups in previous research on film preferences [1, 8] .
A long and a short version of the survey, described below, were used to collect data. For those respondents who filled out the long version of the survey, the age distribution was even less representative of those over 50 (n = 38), further attenuating the proportionate presence of older respondents in our sample. Respondents came from the four major racial/ethnic groups, Caucasian, Asian, Hispanic and African-American. Ethnicity was included to assure sample representativeness rather than as an intended independent research variable. 1 We would like to thank Ana Franco, Angela Hernandez and Leslie Hurry for their assistance on this research. Table 1 ) for a monster being a favorite.
--See Table 1 in Appendix-
In order to collect more data on favorite movie monsters citations when people did not have the time to fill out a long list of reasons behind the monster cited as a favorite, an abbreviated version of the survey without a check list of reasons was designed and administered in rapid response street interviews.
Slasher Monsters
For purposes of specific hypothesis-related analyses, all monsters cited by respondents were classified into one of two categories: slasher or non-slasher. The operational definition of a slasher monster in the present study was that it was human, superhuman, or humanoid (precluding such creatures as the blob, or the shark from Jaws), portrayed on screen as a serial or mass murderer, and motivated by some deluded or self-justifying revenge or outrage. It was also necessary that the murders committed by the monster generally were unrelated to the monster's actual survival needs (e.g., vampires and blood needs). Further, a slasher monster should be portrayed as generally experiencing no remorse for its murderous rampages. Monsters who murdered for reasons such as fear, survival, or reproductive needs (e.g., the creature in Alien) and
were not necessarily mass murderers, were classified as non-slashers. The determination of a monster as a slasher or non-slasher was derived from judgments and assessments of film monsters by academics authors [5, 11, 13, 14] Adapting a data reduction procedure employed by Wilkins [15] , an additional classification of the 43 reasons for a monster being a favorite was used for ease of interpretation.
Examples of familiar slasher monsters are Freddy Krueger from A Nightmare on Elm
Forty-two of the 43 reasons were collapsed or subsumed into 9 Scales. The names of the scales and the code numbers of the reasons which comprise them are part of the information presented in Table 2 --See Table 2 in Appendix -- Hypothesis 1 predicted that young people will prefer more recently conceived movie monsters while older people will prefer monsters of an earlier vintage. The correlation between the average age of the respondent selecting a monster and the year that the film introducing the monster was initially released (or, if the there were many sequels, the average year of release of the sequels) is r = -.63, p < .001. Hence, as the monster film's release year advances or increases, the average age of the respondent selecting it decreases, supporting H 1 predictions.
Taking another angle of regard and looking more closely at the 25 most favorite monsters in terms of citations frequencies, Table 3 contains data arranged according to the average or mean age of respondents selecting one of these monsters, as well as the standard deviation of the age mean. The monsters are ranked from the lowest mean age of respondents selecting them to the highest mean age.
--See Table 3 in Appendix --When inspecting the Film Source Release Year column in Table 3 , it is clear that, with minor exceptions, monsters from the 1980s and 1990s dominate the top third of the list. The average ages corresponding to those selecting these monsters cluster in the <25 yrs. or Young category. Monsters from the 1930s through the 1950s, again with minor exceptions, occupy the approximate bottom third of the list with mean age of respondents choosing them in the Middle to Older age ranges. In other words, younger respondents, who numerically dominated the sample, were partial to more recent vintage movie monsters while middle age and older people (who were in the numerical minority of the sample), were partial to earlier vintage movie monsters. Previous research on favorite film preferences [1, 8] shows that this age effect, i.e., an movie monsters 13 inverse relationship between age and a favorite film's initial release date, is found not only for horror films but for films of all genres.
Looking at the adjacent standard deviation (SD) statistics (degree of dispersion of individual scores around the mean of all the scores) in Table 3 Table 4 shows the "Top 25" monsters for each Age category with slasher:non-slasher designations.
--See Table 4 in Appendix --
Gender and Monster Violence
When it comes to gender, results were opposite to those predicted in H 4. This hypothesis predicted that males would prefer the more violent and rapacious movie monsters, the slashers, as it were. Surprisingly, results show that females, not males, cited the higher percentage of slasher movie monsters, 34.5% compared with a male citation percentage of 27.9%, χ 2 (1, N = 1,034) = 5.23, p < .02. This is a complete reversal of prediction.
Similar gender results are obtained when viewed from a slightly different angle. Table 5 shows the ranking of the "Top 25" monsters cited by Gender.
--See Table 5 to RQ2, "do males and females differ in terms of the monsters they find favorites," the answer appears to be not much.
What differences there are between males and females may be more readily found when looking at reasons for selecting a monster as a favorite.
Rationales Behind Favorite Monster Choices: Scale Scores
Space limits a detailed presentation and discussion of the nine scale variables developed for the present study. Focus will be confined principally to Scale 6, Dimensions of Killing.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that, compared with older people, younger people will be more likely to prefer film monsters who are attractive BECAUSE of their killing inclinations. Results cited above concerning H 2 established that there is essentially a negative relationship between age and preference for very violent film monsters such that as age goes up, preference for violent, murderous film monsters goes down. But as to the reasons for preferring a monster, comparisons between genders and between age groups is instructive.
Scale 6 of the nine scales developed for analysis of monster choice reasons is comprised of all items concerned with dimensions of killing, e.g., monster enjoys killing, kills many people, kills deserving people, etc. ANOVAS (statistical tests for calculating significance of differences between groups on specific variables [e.g. age] ), reveal significant differences between age groups and genders in scores on this scale.
Gender
In the instance of Gender, Males were significantly more likely to favor monsters because of their killing capacity than were Females, t(577.5) = 1.99, p < .05. Males had a mean score on Scale 6 of 9.83, SD = 5.82 while females had a mean score of 8.91, SD = 5.94. Thus, although females, as discussed above, were slightly more likely to prefer monsters that were classified as movie monsters 16 slashers, they were somewhat less likely than males to prefer them for their wide range of killing parameters, and somewhat more likely than males to prefer monsters because of positive psychosocial characteristics (Scale 3), e.g., monster has a sensitive side or shows compassion.
Age
Again referring to Table 2 
Slashers and Non-Slashers
Looking at Table 2 Table 6 contains an overall rank ordering of reasons why a monster was chosen as favorite. Ranking was derived from computing the mean of all respondents rating of that reason as it applied to their monster choice. The top five reasons have nothing explicitly to do with how murderous a monster is. Rather, the qualities of intelligence, superhuman strength, embodying pure evil, not being inhibited or morally constrained, and showing us the dark side of human nature, garner the most appeal. Thus, a theme running across most monster preferences concerns issues regarding evil, absence of moral inhibition, and an exploration of the dark side of human nature. Only in later reasons offered do we find dimensions of killing to be of primary importance.
--See Table 6 in Appendix -
Reasons by Gender
Male and female participants answered with similar reasons as to why a monster was their favorite. When analyzed by multiple t-tests, in only three instances were significant differences revealed. Three reasons out of 43 being significantly different could have easily occurred by chance and only one of the three reasons was related to violence while the other two dealt with identification. Males were more likely to explain their selection of Godzilla (Mmales = 1.15, Mfemales= 0.25, t(691) = 3.42, p<.001) and King Kong (Mmales =1.71, Mfemales = 0.43, t(691) = 2.14, p<.05) because they felt the monster "reminds me of myself." As regards reasoning related to violence, Chucky was selected by males more often than females because "I like the way the monster kills people" (Mmales = 2.67, M females =1.00, t(691) = 6.5, p<.001). All other monster comparisons showed little difference or no discernible pattern of differences in selected movie monsters 18 reasoning among males and females. Consequently, Hypothesis 4 predicting that females would be less attracted to monsters that were violent than would males was not supported by the present data.
Reasons by Age
Hypothesis 3 predicted that young people would prefer film monsters for different, more violent reasons, than older people. Four items address the issues surrounding killing or dimensions of killing: "Monsters enjoy killing," "monsters kill lots of people," "monsters kill deserving teenage males," and "monster kills deserving teenage females." Results of an analysis of variance of the mean of the sum of these four variables supports the prediction. In contrast to respondents of Middle and Older age ranges, Younger respondents find a monster attractive because of the numbers of people it kills and who in particular it kills to a significantly greater degree, F(2,683) = 11.29, p < .001. A post hoc analysis revealed the differences between Older (M = .77) and Younger (M = 1.24) to be significant and that between Younger and "Middle" (M = .96), to be significant. The differences between Older and Middle, while in the predicted age direction, were not statistically significant. Older people, by contrast, found reasons of social rejection and alienation to be the bulwark for their monster preferences.
Reasons Underlying Preferences Broken Down For Individual Monsters
For purposes of space and comprehensibility, discussion here will be limited to the Top The highest mean reason scores in each row are printed in bold. Suffice it to say here that on matters concerning killing dimensions, slasher monsters generally score highest, something already seen in the presentation of results regarding Scale Scores, especially Scale 6.
Using highest scores in each column, printed in enlarged bold italics to provide a thumbnail characterization of each monster's most salient characteristics which contributed to their being a sample favorite, interpretation of results suggest the following:
1. Vampires engage viewers most because of their intelligence and because they never die or age. They are also the sexiest of all monsters, with Hannibal Lecter coming in second.
Vampires share another commonality with Hannibal, their taste for humans although Hannibal is noted for sins of the flesh while Vampires drink --not wine, but blood.
2. Freddy Krueger, one of the slasher monsters, is principally highlighted as "pure evil," but a close second is that he is "realistically horrifying." That it may be related to his witnessing his sister having sex in the introductory episode of this franchise, which putatively led to his psychotic reaction and murder of his sister, is one possibility.
6. Godzilla's most dominant features are that it acts out of self-protection or rage, that it has superhuman strength and that, as a result of atomic testing in the Pacific, it is a product of science and technology gone very wrong. Its destruction of cities and its inhabitants seems, perhaps, "understandable" in this light. That Godzilla became a hero of sorts over the span of the film series, also may help explain its favorite status. Godzilla ranks third lowest in a penchant for killing, higher only than King Kong and Frankenstein. 10. Finally, the creature from Alien is a favorite in large measure because one never knew the monster was going to kill ('everybody' was usually a safe bet) and because it was so horrifying looking, M = 2.93. Freddy Krueger's score on this reason, M = 2.43, was a distant second. Intelligence was also a strong point. So, intelligence, unpredictability, and sheer physical "horrificness," all teamed up to place the lizard mother from Alien in the current pantheon of movie monsters.
DISCUSSION
Previous research has shown that females are less likely than males to prefer movies that show violence and gore. The present study found no evidence for consistent and systematic differences between the genders in terms of monster choices. Therefore, no support for our third hypothesis could be confirmed regarding greater or lesser preferences for murderous monsters.
Nevertheless, the study did find that females were less likely to have a favorite monster than males. It may be that females, particularly the younger women and those who did choose a Why is a serial murderer like Dracula considered sexy and attractive? Psychological research has reaffirmed conventional wisdom repeatedly in studies showing that we are more ready to empathize with and excuse handsome or beautiful people when they commit crimes than is our disposition when it comes to the non-handsome, the non-beautiful defendants [16] . We movie monsters 23 also tend to attribute more positive personality characteristics to attractive people [17] . Even in "monsterland," it seems, it pays to be beautiful or handsome --and sympathetic! Recent films on the Ann Rice literary creation, Vampire Lestat, prompt both sexual and sympathetic responses from fans of her books and the derivative movies.
Vampires have an additional virtue…of sorts. As a western society, we fear aging and death and the Vampire character is ideally tempting in both regards. He or she never ages and never dies. The Vampire also has supernatural powers that may be appealing to those who feel powerless.
Motives for Murder
The results of our study support the hypotheses that younger moviegoers prefer more recent horror film monsters and are far more partial to slasher monsters than are older Lecter continues to mimic the prevailing culture of America, both civilized and savage. He movie monsters 25 looks very much like us [7] . A monster for the millennium, Lecter wears his evil on the inside not on his face. His disfigurement is spiritual, not physical. Fischoff and his students on favorite film quotes [19] , which indicated that young people favored more violent and vengeful quotes from movies than did older respondents.
In general, different monsters are adored for different reasons but, overall, characteristics such as superhuman strength, intelligence, luxuriating in the joy of being evil, and being unfettered by moral restraints are some of the most popular reasons favored by the sample.
Moreover, monsters are admired for holding a mirror up to our darker sides and assisting us in understanding evil. Perhaps it is the evil that we fear lurks in all of us, the evil that, in reality, dares not show its face or speak its name. But it is an evil that does dare parade itself across the movie screen for our vicarious enjoyment and delectation. Moviegoers also relish their monsters displaying such positive traits as compassion, sensitivity, humor, and intelligence. Moreover, the supernatural powers that the monster possesses are attractive. Our modern and classic literature and legends show that we humans fantasize about having powers beyond the normal. Whether we're rooting for Superman or Dracula, good or evil, superhuman powers are an audience favorite.
Remakes Suffer By Comparison
It is worth noting that over 90% of the people who cited classic monsters who were reprised in modern remakes, specified their favorites to be the original, not the remakes, suggesting that remakes tend to disappoint. Remakes of films such as Godzilla, The Thing and King Kong, for example, were each singled out for particular rejection by respondents. The myriad of actors portraying Dracula over the decades once Bela Lugosi's star went into decline, including such notables as Jack Palance, Christopher Lee, Frank Langella and, most recently, Gary Oldman, seemed to carry on the tradition of the romantic vampire, but Lugosi's Dracula was still the most frequently mentioned incarnation.
Where Generations Agree
A closing thought about the monster preferences of the young versus the older viewer.
Younger viewers do celebrate the riot of blood and dismemberment unleashed by contemporary film monsters. But it must be noted that the more classic film monsters have appeal across generations --an appeal far broader generationally than the appeal of later monsters! Younger respondents like classic monsters. They like them almost as much as do older respondents and, movie monsters 27 as evidence shows, for many of the same reasons: outsider, misunderstood, sympathetic, frightened, and compassionate. Perhaps those qualities are most exquisitely represented in the monster who is taken from his home, placed in an environment he doesn't understand and is brought to his iconic demise because of the love for but not of a woman --King Kong. Kong is a monster with whom people of all generations seem to readily identify and sympathize. The youth of today are no exception.
Remarkably, though, it would appear that younger movie goers have another set of criteria that they invoke for the modern movie monsters: who they kill, how they kill, and how often they kill, counts for a lot, and the bloodier, the better! This mass murderer dimension of monster appreciation is largely absent from the metrics and aesthetics employed by older respondents. This may reflect a co-existing set of preferences in younger minds that they handle easily, a set of tastes that straddle generations of popular culture and film monsters. Jenkins [20] offers the suggestion that violent entertainment like this serves four functions for young people including fantasies of empowerment, of transgression, intensification of emotional experience, and acknowledgement that the world is not always a safe, friendly place. This youthful juggling act, this plasticity of filmic preference, may both astonish and offend older people,but it's one that younger people have come to find rather normal. Whether it means something deeper and more disturbing about real life tolerances for rape and murder and real life appetites of younger viewers for death sports and snuff films, is presently unknown. Nonetheless, it is a frequent subject of alarm and dire speculation [21, 22] .
When these younger viewers approach middle age, whether they continue to find such explicit violence and mayhem as appealing as they do now is another open question. Research cited earlier suggests that time alters such appetites. But perhaps times have changed and, like movie monsters 28 greed on Wall Street, a monster mired in murder, mutilation and mayhem will remain an allure not to be outgrown but, rather, a timeless source of an evening's entertainment for the entire family.
